Sensitive determination of BRAF copy number in clinical samples by pyrosequencing.
Pilocytic astrocytoma is the most frequently occurring brain tumor during childhood. It is classified as grade I by the World Health Organization and may rarely evolve into higher-grade tumors. Frequent genetic abnormalities documented in astrocytomas in children are gains on chromosomal arm 7q. Duplications at 7q34 lead to a fusion between genes KIAA1549 and BRAF resulting in constitutive activation of the BRAF kinase. The BRAF gene is located on chromosome 7q34 and a pseudogene has been identified on chromosome Xq13. We have developed a simple and sensitive pyrosequencing method for the determination of the BRAF copy number in clinical samples. The approach is based on the simultaneous amplification of a DNA fragment contained in exon 11 of BRAF and the respective pseudogene that is used as an internal control. Three different bases in the PCR product allow precise sequence assessment of products originating from the BRAF gene and the respective pseudogene and a calculation of gene copy numbers. After the calibration of the assay on 78 control DNA samples, 42 clinical PA samples were analyzed for variation in copy numbers by pyrosequencing and for fusion gene expression by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction. The results obtained from tumor DNA by the developed assay and the established reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction assays show a high concordance. In summary, we have established a pyrosequencing-based assay allowing precise detection of BRAF copy numbers in DNA extracted from clinical samples.